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Abstract. This paper proposes a router congestion control mechanism
called PRED (Prediction-enabled RED), a more adaptive and proactive
version of RED (Random Early Detection). In essence, PRED predicts
its queue length for an early detection of possible congestion alerts in the
near future and operates adaptively to the predicted changes in traffic
patterns. Typically, PRED does this by first making prediction about av-
erage queue length and then using the predicted average queue length to
adjust three classic RED parameters maxth, minth, and maxp. The in-
coming packets after the adjustment are now being dropped with the new
probability defined by updated parameters. Due to its adaptability and
proactive reaction to network traffic changes, PRED can be considered
as a novel solution to dynamically configure RED. Extensive simulation
results from NS-2 simulator are presented to verify the performance and
characteristics of PRED.

1 Introduction

DT (Drop Tail) and RED (Random Early Detection) [1] are two well-known
router congestion control algorithms. DT discards the packets when the queue
becomes full, but RED drops the packets randomly before the queue is com-
pletely full. However, in order that RED operates at the maximal fairness with-
out incurring major network disruption, RED should be properly configured.
RED configuration is a problem to find out the optimal set of RED parameters
given some dynamic traffic conditions such as number of active flows, connection
bandwidth, congestion level, etc. The solution to the configuration problem can’t
be obtained easily because of the dynamic nature of the network conditions.

A number of approaches to this problem have appeared in the literature.
The authors in [2,3] addressed the configuration problem and described many
difficulties in the deployment of RED routers into the real world networks. The
methods in [4,5] have been focused on the direct control of a packet drop prob-
ability, but Padhye et al. [6] shows that the fast and frequent fluctuation of the
drop probability rather leads to lower overall throughput.

In this work, we propose PRED (Prediction-enabled RED), which is an adap-
tive and proactive version of RED (Random Early Detection) designed to alle-
viate the RED configuration difficulties. Basically, PRED keeps monitoring the
current queue status for an early detection of possible congestion alerts in the
near future and operates adaptively to the anticipated congestion, thereby lead-
ing to a more proactive reaction to changes in traffic patterns. Specifically, PRED
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does this by first making prediction about average queue length and then using
the predicted queue size to adjust three classic RED parameters maxth, minth,
and maxp. The incoming packets after the adjustment are now dropped with
the new probability defined by updated parameters. Due to its inherent charac-
teristics of adaptability and proactive reaction, PRED can be a novel solution
to the above configuration problem.

In addition, PRED has some other features. It still allows fair bandwidth
sharing among TCP flows, and yields better network utilization than RED. As
with standard RED, PRED can be also added to an existing FIFO-based router
without any problems. To verify the performance and characteristics of PRED,
we have conducted extensive simulation experiments using NS-2 simulator.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, DT and RED con-
gestion control algorithms are briefly introduced. In Sec. 3, we give a detailed
description of PRED. In Sec. 4, detailed simulation results and analyses are pre-
sented to show the performance of PRED in many different aspects. Lastly, some
concluding remarks are given in Sec. 5.

2 DT and RED

DT, a simplest form of congestion control over a router queue, accepts packets for
the queue until the queue is full and then discards new incoming packets until
the queue gets its room back again. However, DT occasionally allows a small
number of flows to monopolize the queue space, leading to the disproportionate
distribution of packet losses among flows. It also has a bias against bursty traffic
and possibly causes a global synchronization problem.

RED is another congestion control scheme, specifically designed to eliminate
the problems encountered in DT. RED reacts to a congestion signal proactively
by dropping packets before the queue is completely full. Further, the packet
drop is done at random so that all competing flows will get treated fairly in
terms of packet loss rate. The drop probability used by RED, Pd(·), is a linearly
increasing function of the average queue length and is defined as follows:

Pd(q) =






0, q < minth
q−minth

maxth−minth
maxp, minth ≤ q ≤ maxth

1, maxth < q,

where q denotes the (average) queue size, maxth a maximum queue length thresh-
old, minth a minimum queue length threshold, and maxp a maximum drop
probability.

3 PRED

3.1 Motivation

RED has been used for congestion control in the Internet for many years, but
it has one major drawback, namely RED configuration problem. If RED is not
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configured properly, it can bring about traffic disruption and lower network
utilization. The author in [7] showed that under the false configuration, the
fairness of RED gets even worse than the fairness of DT as the number of TCP
flows increases. Observing that RED yields the best result when the average
queue length comes between maxth and minth, Hasegawa et al. [8] proposed
dt-RED. Although dt-RED exhibited some improvement over its predecessors,
it is still difficult to find out maxth and minth optimal for the current queue
status. Overall, finding an optimal solution to RED configuration problem is
tough, and requires many resources and efforts. PRED mainly aims to relieve
such configuration difficulties.

3.2 Algorithm

As shown in Fig. 1, PRED consists of two functional modules: prediction module
(PM) and congestion control module (CCM). PM continuously monitors the
queue to collect its current and past statistical data into a database. Based on
the accumulated information, it detects possible congestion signals ahead in the
near future by analytically making predictions for some unknown variables such
as average queue length. Using the predicted values generated by PM, CCM is
responsible for updating three classic RED parameters maxth, minth, and maxp
to be optimal for the current network conditions. The packet drop probability is
now redefined by updated parameters and subsequent incoming packets will be
discarded with updated probability.

Fig. 1. PRED modules

With the average queue lengths in the current and past cycles, PRED is
able to predict the variation of the average queue length in the next cycle.
RED computes the average queue length in the current cycle to obtain the drop
probability. On the other hand, PRED executes a built-in prediction algorithm
to forecast the average queue length in the next cycle and compares the predicted
average queue length with maxth and minth to update those parameters with
proper values. For example, if the predicted average queue length is greater than
maxth, the threshold maxth is increased in advance so that the average queue
length will not exceed maxth in the next cycle. Similarly, if the predicted average
queue length is less than minth, the threshold minth is decreased before the next
cycle so that the average queue length will come between maxth and minth. In
this way, PRED figures out the adequate values for thresholds maxth and minth,
adaptively to the dynamic changes in traffic patterns.
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Prediction Module. Numerous prediction methods have already been avail-
able in the literature, including MACD (Moving Average Convergence/Di-
vergence), AR (Autoregressive), and LR-Line (Linear Regression-Lines). The
MACD model is based on two moving average series. When the shorter term
moving average crosses over the longer term moving average, a rising tendency
is predicted. Likewise, when the shorter term moving average falls below the
longer term moving average, a declining signal is generated. The AR model, also
known as IIR(Infinite Impulse Response) filter in engineering field, is one of lin-
ear prediction formulas that attempts to predict an output of a system using
the current/past inputs and the past outputs. The LR-Lines is a statistical tool
to make prediction about an unknown variable by discovering an equation for a
line that most nearly fits the given data.

We tested the above three prediction approaches and discovered that all but
the LR-Lines don’t forecast the average queue length very well. The LR-Lines
quite correctly predicts the average queue length when the queue is long enough,
but as the queue gets shorter, it reports some discrepancies, that is, the predicted
average queue length tends to be greater than the one measured. Nevertheless,
it doesn’t incur any big problems in applying the LR-Lines to PRED, because
the throughput of RED-type routers doesn’t get seriously deteriorated even if
the average queue length goes below minth due to the false prediction.

Congestion Control Module. Shortly after the predicted average queue
length, denoted by avgp, is available from PM, CCM attempts to modify three
RED parameters maxth, minth and maxp by referring to avgp. Here, avgp is cal-
culated by avgp1+avgp2+avgp3

3 , where avgpi
is the predicted average queue length

next i-cycles ahead of the current cycle. Depending on the relationship between
avgp and two thresholds (maxth and minth), the modification can be done in
three distinct ways. We will next discuss three possible situations and how CCM
works in those situations.

First, consider the situation where avgp is greater than maxth. This situ-
ation, for example, can take place when the amount of incoming traffic rises
dramatically in a short period of time. In preparation for such a sudden traffic
increase, CCM shifts maxth and minth to the right such that avgp is positioned
between new maxth and minth (See Fig. 2 (a)). More precisely, to calculate
maxth, minth and maxp, we use the following procedure:

maxth = min{avgp(1 + imax), maxlim}
minth = min{minth,old(1 + imin), avgp}
maxp = maxp,lim

maxlim−minlim
(maxth − minlim)

where maxlim and minlim represent maximum and minumum values, respec-
tively, that the thresholds maxth or minth can possibly take; imax and imin
represent the rate of increase for maxth and minth, respectively; maxp,lim is a
maximum possible value for maxp; and minth,old is the previous value of minth.
Note that the equation of the straight line connecting two points (minlim, 0) and
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Fig. 2. PRED congestion control. (a) Situation where predicted average queue length
is expected to increase, and (b) Situation where predicted average queue length is
expected to decrease

(maxlim, maxp,lim) is y = maxp,lim
maxlim−minlim

(x − minlim), and that maxp is derived
from this equation by substituing x = maxth.

Second, consider the situation where avgp is less than minth, which is usually
caused by persistent low traffic. Motivated by the fact that RED-type algorithms
show the best result when avgp is bounded by thresholds maxth and minth,
CCM will set up the new values for those thresholds by shifting them to the left.
Detailed procedure to calculate maxth, minth and maxp is shown below:

minth = max{avgp(1 − dmin), minlim}
maxth = max{maxth,old(1 − dmax), avgp}
maxp = maxp,lim

maxlim−minlim
(maxth − minlim)

where dmax and dmin represent the rate of decrease for maxth and minth, re-
spectively; maxth,old is the previous value of maxth; and other names carry the
same meaning as the above first situation. Note that the formula to compute
maxp is same.

The last situation can happen when minth ≤ avgp ≤ maxth. Generally, in
this circumstance, each of incoming flows sends packets at its sustained rate,
so the traffic does not show any remarkable fluctuations. Since avgp is already
bounded by thresholds maxth and minth, CCM does not execute any particular
operations to change maxth, minth and maxp.

In brief, PRED gets a control over the packet drop probability in more proac-
tive sense than RED by predicting the average queue length ahead of time and
updating maxth, minth and maxp based on the predicted average queue length.
Ultimately, this proactive and adaptive behavior of RED to traffic dynamics
helps to facilitate RED configuration process.

3.3 Features

In this section, we will describe some other notable features that PRED retains,
especially compared with standard RED. The average queue size is used by RED
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to determine its drop rate. Instead of instantaneous queue size, using the average
queue size makes RED tolerant toward brief queue changes or bursts. However,
the use of the average queue size can also bring undesirable detrimental effects
to RED’s overall throughput, because of its delayed reaction to dynamically
changing network conditions. PRED is able to minimize this sort of detriment
by reacting a few cycles earlier based on predicted quantities by LR-Lines.

In RED, the parameters maxth, minth and maxp are fixed, but PRED dy-
namically adjusts their values according to the level of traffic congestion. Per-
sistent high traffic will allow PRED to keep moving maxth and minth toward
maxlim, so the distance between maxth and minth gets shorter and maxp gets
bigger gradually. Similarly, as the traffic runs low, maxth and minth come closer
to minlim. As a result, the distance between maxth and minth as well as maxp
becomes smaller and smaller.

In comparison with RED, PRED still allows fair bandwidth sharing among
TCP flows and yields better network utilization. Further, as with standard RED,
PRED can be added to an existing FIFO-based router without any big modifi-
cation.

4 Simulation and Analyses

4.1 Simulation Environment

To demonstrate the performance and characteristics of PRED, we used NS-2
(Network Simulator Version 2) simulator and the topology of simulated network
as shown in Fig. 3. NS is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking
research [9]. The topology consists of N source nodes, one sink node and a single
PRED router shared by the source and sink nodes. Each connection between a
source node and the PRED router is a TCP link with 100 Mbps capacity and
10 ms propagation delay, while the connection between the sink node and the
router is a TCP link with 1 Mbps and 10 ms propagation delay. TCP New-Reno
was applied to those links.

Fig. 3. Simulation Topology
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4.2 Simulation Results

We consider the following simulation scenario: the number of source nodes, N ,
has some distinct values of 21, 100, 150, and 200, and each source node will send
out packets at different bit rate every 10 second over a 70-second interval. This
simulation scenario is applied to each of DT, RED, and PRED algorithms to
measure the performance metrics such as fairness and the amount of dropped
packets for congestion control.

The first simulation result as shown in Fig. 4 (a) supports that PRED per-
forms well rather than the conventional TD and RED in terms of total delivered
input from source nodes. This implies that PRED adjusts the drop probability
to smaller than the RED as the declined traffic curve is forecasted. The second
experiment as shown in Fig. 4 (b) is done under the increased traffic trend but
the amount of packet delivered to the router is smaller than the peak transmis-
sion rate. PRED drops more packets than the RED as we expected. This implies
the LR-Lines forecasts packet trend accurately. The fairness metric (as TCP is
used in each node) is also measured from the third experiment as shown in Fig.
4 (c). PRED provides better fairness than others when the number of nodes is
increased.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison: (a) Total amount of input data packets delivered over
the link between the source nodes and the router, (b) Amount of data being dropped
for congestion control when avgp increases, and (c) Fairness index
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5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new congestion avoidance scheme called PRED, a more
adaptive and proactive version of RED. PRED consists of two functional mod-
ules: prediction module (PM) and congestion control module (CCM). PM con-
tinuously examines the queue to collect its current and past statistical data into
a database. Based on the accumulated information, it detects possible congestion
signals ahead of time by making predictions about average queue length. Using
the predicted values generated by PM, CCM is responsible for updating three
classic RED parameters maxth, minth, and maxp to be optimal for the current
network conditions.

PRED provides more adaptability and proactive reaction to network traffic
changes than RED, thus can be effectively used to dynamically configure RED
parameters. Further, PRED allows fair bandwidth sharing among TCP flows,
yields better network utilization, and can be added to an existing FIFO-based
router without any big modification.
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